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Protocol Layering



Peer entities

�� Customer A and B are Customer A and B are peerspeers

�� Postal worker A and B are Postal worker A and B are peerspeers



Protocols

�� A A protocolprotocol is a set of rules and formats that govern the is a set of rules and formats that govern the 
communication between communicating peerscommunication between communicating peers

�� set of valid messagesset of valid messages
�� meaning of each messagemeaning of each message

�� A protocol is necessary for any function that requires A protocol is necessary for any function that requires 
cooperation between peerscooperation between peers



Example

�� Exchange a file over a network that corrupts packetsExchange a file over a network that corrupts packets

�� but doesn’t lose or reorder thembut doesn’t lose or reorder them

�� A simple protocolA simple protocol

�� send file as a series of packetssend file as a series of packets
�� send a send a checksumchecksum
�� receiver sends OK or notreceiver sends OK or not--OK messageOK message
�� sender waits for OK messagesender waits for OK message
�� if no response, resends entire fileif no response, resends entire file

�� ProblemsProblems

�� single bit corruption requires retransmission of entire filesingle bit corruption requires retransmission of entire file
�� what if link goes down?what if link goes down?
�� what if notwhat if not--OK message itself is corrupted?OK message itself is corrupted?



What does a protocol tell us?

�� Syntax Syntax of a messageof a message

�� what fields does it contain?what fields does it contain?
�� in what format?in what format?

�� SemanticsSemantics of a messageof a message

�� what does a message mean?what does a message mean?
�� for example, notfor example, not--OK message means receiver got a corrupted fileOK message means receiver got a corrupted file

�� ActionsActions to take on receipt of a message

� for example, on receiving not-OK message, retransmit the entire 
file

�� The three above called: protocol specificationThe three above called: protocol specification



Another way to view a protocol

�� As providing a As providing a serviceservice

�� The example protocol provides The example protocol provides reliable file transfer servicereliable file transfer service

�� Peer entities use a protocol to provide a service to a higherPeer entities use a protocol to provide a service to a higher--level level 
peer entitypeer entity

�� for example, postal workers use a protocol to present customers for example, postal workers use a protocol to present customers 
with the abstraction of an with the abstraction of an unreliable letter transferunreliable letter transfer service



Protocol layering

�� A network that provides many services needs many protocolsA network that provides many services needs many protocols

�� Turns out that some services are independentTurns out that some services are independent

�� But others depend on each otherBut others depend on each other

�� Protocol A may use protocol B as a Protocol A may use protocol B as a stepstep in its executionin its execution

�� for example, packet transfer is one step in the execution of thefor example, packet transfer is one step in the execution of the
example reliable file transfer protocolexample reliable file transfer protocol

�� This form of dependency is called This form of dependency is called layeringlayering

�� reliable file transfer is reliable file transfer is layeredlayered above packet transfer protocolabove packet transfer protocol
�� like a subroutinelike a subroutine



Some terminology

�� Service access point (SAP)Service access point (SAP)

�� interface between an upper layer and a lower layerinterface between an upper layer and a lower layer

�� Protocol data units (Protocol data units (PDUsPDUs))

�� packets exchanged between peer entitiespackets exchanged between peer entities

�� Service data units (Service data units (SDUsSDUs))

�� packets handed to a layer by an upper layerpackets handed to a layer by an upper layer

�� PDU = SDU + optional header or trailerPDU = SDU + optional header or trailer

�� ExampleExample

�� letter transfer serviceletter transfer service
�� protocol data unit between customers = letterprotocol data unit between customers = letter
�� service data unit for postal service = letterservice data unit for postal service = letter
�� protocol data unit = mailbag (aggregation of letters)protocol data unit = mailbag (aggregation of letters)



Protocol stack

�� A set of protocol layersA set of protocol layers

�� Each layer uses the layer below and provides a service to the Each layer uses the layer below and provides a service to the 
layer abovelayer above

�� Key ideaKey idea

�� once we define a service provided by a layer, we need know once we define a service provided by a layer, we need know 
nothing more about the details of nothing more about the details of howhow the layer actually implements the layer actually implements 
the servicethe service

�� information hidinginformation hiding
�� decouples changesdecouples changes
�� but reduces system performance!but reduces system performance!



The importance of being layered

�� Breaks up a complex problem into smaller manageable piecesBreaks up a complex problem into smaller manageable pieces

�� can compose simple service to provide complex onescan compose simple service to provide complex ones
�� for example, WWW (HTTP) is Java layered over TCP over IP (and for example, WWW (HTTP) is Java layered over TCP over IP (and 

uses DNS, ARP, DHCP, RIP, OSPF, BGP, PPP, ICMP)uses DNS, ARP, DHCP, RIP, OSPF, BGP, PPP, ICMP)

�� Abstraction of implementation detailsAbstraction of implementation details

�� separation of implementation and specificationseparation of implementation and specification
�� can change implementation as long as service interface is can change implementation as long as service interface is 

maintained (long distance telephone migration from copper to fibmaintained (long distance telephone migration from copper to fiber)er)

�� Can reuse functionalityCan reuse functionality

�� upper layers can share lower layer functionalityupper layers can share lower layer functionality
�� example: WinSock on Microsoft Windows example: WinSock on Microsoft Windows 



Problems with layering

�� Layering hides informationLayering hides information

�� if it didn’t then changes to one layer could require changes if it didn’t then changes to one layer could require changes 
everywhereeverywhere
�� layering violationlayering violation

�� But sometimes hidden information can be used to improve But sometimes hidden information can be used to improve 
performanceperformance

�� for example, flow control protocol may think packet loss is alwafor example, flow control protocol may think packet loss is always ys 
because of network congestionbecause of network congestion

�� if it is, instead, due to a if it is, instead, due to a lossylossy link, the flow control breakslink, the flow control breaks
�� this is because we hid information about reason of packet loss fthis is because we hid information about reason of packet loss from rom 

flow control protocolflow control protocol



Layering

�� There is a tension between informationThere is a tension between information--hiding (abstraction) and hiding (abstraction) and 
achieving good performanceachieving good performance

�� Art of protocol design is to leak enough information to allow Art of protocol design is to leak enough information to allow 
good performancegood performance

�� but not so much that small changes in one layer need changes to but not so much that small changes in one layer need changes to 
other layersother layers



ISO OSI reference model

�� A set of protocols is A set of protocols is openopen if

�� protocol details are publicly availableprotocol details are publicly available
�� changes are managed by an organization whose membership and changes are managed by an organization whose membership and 

transactions are open to the publictransactions are open to the public

�� A system that implements open protocols is called an A system that implements open protocols is called an open open 
systemsystem

�� Any vendor can implement open standard compliant systemsAny vendor can implement open standard compliant systems

�� International Organization for Standards (ISO) prescribes a International Organization for Standards (ISO) prescribes a 
standard to connect open systemsstandard to connect open systems

�� open system interconnect (OSI) open system interconnect (OSI) 

�� Has greatly influenced thinking on protocol stacksHas greatly influenced thinking on protocol stacks



ISO OSI

�� Reference modelReference model

�� formally defines what is meant by a layer, a service etc.formally defines what is meant by a layer, a service etc.

�� Service architectureService architecture

�� describes the services provided by each layer and the service describes the services provided by each layer and the service 
access point access point 

�� Protocol architectureProtocol architecture

�� set of protocols that implement the service architectureset of protocols that implement the service architecture
�� compliant service architectures may still use noncompliant service architectures may still use non--compliant protocol compliant protocol 

architecturesarchitectures



The seven layers



Physical layer

�� Moves bits between physically connected endMoves bits between physically connected end--systemssystems

�� Standard prescribesStandard prescribes

�� coding scheme to represent a bitcoding scheme to represent a bit
�� shapes and sizes of connectorsshapes and sizes of connectors
�� bitbit--level synchronizationlevel synchronization

�� Postal networkPostal network

�� technology for moving letters from one point to another (trains,technology for moving letters from one point to another (trains,
planes, vans, bicycles, ships…)planes, vans, bicycles, ships…)

�� InternetInternet

�� technology to move bits on a wire, wireless link, satellite chantechnology to move bits on a wire, wireless link, satellite channel nel 
etc.etc.



Datalink layer

�� Introduces the notion of a Introduces the notion of a frameframe

�� set of bits that belong togetherset of bits that belong together

�� IdleIdle markers tell us that a link is not carrying a framemarkers tell us that a link is not carrying a frame

�� BeginBegin and and endend markers delimit a framemarkers delimit a frame

�� On a broadcast link (such as Ethernet)On a broadcast link (such as Ethernet)

�� endend--system must receive only bits meant for itsystem must receive only bits meant for it
�� need need datalinkdatalink--layer addresslayer address
�� also need to decide who gets to speak nextalso need to decide who gets to speak next
�� these functions are provided by these functions are provided by Medium Access Medium Access sublayersublayer (MAC)(MAC)

�� Some data links also retransmit corrupted packets and pace the Some data links also retransmit corrupted packets and pace the 
rate at which frames are placed on a linkrate at which frames are placed on a link

�� part of part of logical link control logical link control sublayersublayer
�� layered over MAC layered over MAC sublayersublayer



Datalink layer (contd.)

�� DatalinkDatalink layer protocols are the first layer of layer protocols are the first layer of softwaresoftware

�� Very dependent on underlying physical link propertiesVery dependent on underlying physical link properties

�� Usually bundle both physical and Usually bundle both physical and datalinkdatalink layer on layer on host adaptor host adaptor 
cardcard

�� example: Ethernetexample: Ethernet

�� Postal servicePostal service

�� mail bag ‘frames’ lettersmail bag ‘frames’ letters

�� InternetInternet

�� a variety of a variety of datalinkdatalink layer protocolslayer protocols
�� most common is Ethernetmost common is Ethernet
�� others are FDDI, SONET, HDLCothers are FDDI, SONET, HDLC



Network layer

�� Logically concatenates a set of links to form the abstraction ofLogically concatenates a set of links to form the abstraction of
an an endend--toto--endend linklink

�� Allows an endAllows an end--system to communicate with any other endsystem to communicate with any other end--
system by computing a route between themsystem by computing a route between them

�� Hides specificities of Hides specificities of datalinkdatalink layerlayer

�� Provides unique networkProvides unique network--wide addresseswide addresses

�� Found both in endFound both in end--systems and in intermediate systemssystems and in intermediate systems

�� At endAt end--systems primarily hides details of systems primarily hides details of datalinkdatalink layerlayer

�� segmentation and reassemblysegmentation and reassembly
�� some error detection (e.g header check)some error detection (e.g header check)



Network layer (contd.)

�� At intermediate systemsAt intermediate systems

�� participates in routing protocol to build routing tablesparticipates in routing protocol to build routing tables
�� responsible for forwarding packetsresponsible for forwarding packets
�� scheduling the transmission order of packets (Not implemented)scheduling the transmission order of packets (Not implemented)
�� choosing which packets to drop (Not deployed)choosing which packets to drop (Not deployed)

�� IP only provides “best effort”IP only provides “best effort”

�� it runs an “all” underlying technologiesit runs an “all” underlying technologies



Transport layer

�� Network provides a ‘raw’ endNetwork provides a ‘raw’ end--toto--end serviceend service

�� Transport layer provides the abstraction of an Transport layer provides the abstraction of an errorerror--controlledcontrolled, , 
flowflow--controlledcontrolled andand multiplexed multiplexed endend--toto--end linkend link

�� Error controlError control

�� message will reach destination despite packet loss, corruption amessage will reach destination despite packet loss, corruption and nd 
duplicationduplication

�� retransmit lost packets; detect, discard, and retransmit corruptretransmit lost packets; detect, discard, and retransmit corrupted ed 
packets; detect and discard duplicated packetspackets; detect and discard duplicated packets

�� Flow controlFlow control

�� match transmission rate to rate currently sustainable on the patmatch transmission rate to rate currently sustainable on the path to h to 
destination, and at the destination itselfdestination, and at the destination itself



Transport layer (contd.)

�� Multiplexes multiple applications to the same endMultiplexes multiple applications to the same end--toto--end end 
connectionconnection

�� adds an applicationadds an application--specific identifier (specific identifier (port number) port number) so that so that 
receiving endreceiving end--system can hand in incoming packet to the correct system can hand in incoming packet to the correct 
applicationapplication

�� Some transport layers provide fewer servicesSome transport layers provide fewer services

�� e.g. simple error detection, no flow control, and no retransmisse.g. simple error detection, no flow control, and no retransmissionion
�� lightweight transport layerlightweight transport layer



Transport layer (contd.)

�� Postal systemPostal system

�� doesn’t have a transport layerdoesn’t have a transport layer
�� transport level functionality is implemented, if at all, by custtransport level functionality is implemented, if at all, by customersomers
�� detect lost letters (how?) and retransmit themdetect lost letters (how?) and retransmit them

�� Internet Internet 

�� two popular protocols are TCP and UDPtwo popular protocols are TCP and UDP
�� TCP provides error control, flow control, multiplexingTCP provides error control, flow control, multiplexing
�� UDP provides only multiplexingUDP provides only multiplexing



Session layer

�� Not commonNot common

�� Provides Provides fullfull--duplex service, expedited data delivery, duplex service, expedited data delivery, andand
session synchronizationsession synchronization

�� DuplexDuplex

�� if transport layer is simplex, concatenates two transport endpoiif transport layer is simplex, concatenates two transport endpoints nts 
togethertogether

�� Expedited data deliveryExpedited data delivery

�� allows some messages to skip ahead in endallows some messages to skip ahead in end--system queues, by system queues, by 
using a separate lowusing a separate low--delay transport layer endpointdelay transport layer endpoint

�� SynchronizationSynchronization

�� allows users to place marks in data stream and to roll back to aallows users to place marks in data stream and to roll back to a prepre--
specified markspecified mark



Presentation layer

�� Unlike other layers which deal with Unlike other layers which deal with headersheaders presentation layer presentation layer 
touches the application datatouches the application data

�� Hides data representation differences between applicationsHides data representation differences between applications

�� e.g. e.g. endianendian--nessness

�� Can also encrypt dataCan also encrypt data

�� Usually Usually ad hocad hoc

�� InternetInternet

�� no standard presentation layerno standard presentation layer
�� only defines network byte order for 2only defines network byte order for 2-- and 4and 4--byte integersbyte integers



Application layer

�� The set of applications that use the networkThe set of applications that use the network

�� File transferFile transfer
�� EE--mail,mail,
�� Web access, Web access, 
�� Audio and video conferencingAudio and video conferencing
�� Distributed gamesDistributed games
�� Shared virtual environmentsShared virtual environments

�� Doesn’t provide services to any other layerDoesn’t provide services to any other layer



Layering

�� We have broken a complex problem into smaller, simpler piecesWe have broken a complex problem into smaller, simpler pieces

�� Provides the application with Provides the application with sophisticatedsophisticated servicesservices

�� Each layer provides a clean abstraction to the layer aboveEach layer provides a clean abstraction to the layer above



Layering considered harmful



Why seven layers?

�� Need a top and a bottom Need a top and a bottom ---- 22

�� Need to hide physical link, so need Need to hide physical link, so need datalinkdatalink ---- 33

�� Need both endNeed both end--toto--end and hopend and hop--byby--hop actions; so need at least hop actions; so need at least 
the network and transport layers the network and transport layers ---- 55

�� Session and presentation layers are not so important, and are Session and presentation layers are not so important, and are 
often ignoredoften ignored

�� So, we need at least 5, and 7 seems to be excessiveSo, we need at least 5, and 7 seems to be excessive

�� Note that we can place functions in different layersNote that we can place functions in different layers

�� Will study the impact on performanceWill study the impact on performance



Layering considered harmful

�� Architecture of the 70Architecture of the 70 ’s’s

Mainframe
channel

Frontend

driver

A  One process

P  Acces method

S  Channel handler

T  Frontend

N  Proprietary

L  Driver

P  Modem



Architecture of the 90 ’s

A  Synchronization
P  Marshalling

S  ???

T  socket

N  routers

L  
LAN adapterP

Workstation

board
LAN



Layering considered harmful

�� A layer is considered as an asynchronous entityA layer is considered as an asynchronous entity

�� Independent «Independent « vendorsvendors » to develop layers hw/» to develop layers hw/swsw

�� How to implement an asynchronous entity on a workstationHow to implement an asynchronous entity on a workstation

�� A subroutine? A subroutine? 
�� No asynchronyNo asynchrony

�� A processA process
�� several kind of overheadseveral kind of overhead

•• process schedulingprocess scheduling
•• asynchronous interfacingasynchronous interfacing
•• passing control and datapassing control and data



What about persentation and session?

Application

Transport

Network

L & P

Presentation

Session (?)



How to pass application control?

�� «« TransportTransport » should be aware of the «» should be aware of the « ApplicationApplication »»

�� e.g. VMTP replies serving as e.g. VMTP replies serving as ACKsACKs

�� This avoids «This avoids « badbad » decisions that may be taken by the protocol» decisions that may be taken by the protocol

�� ACK a packet when a reply is waitingACK a packet when a reply is waiting
�� After a packet loss during a video transferAfter a packet loss during a video transfer

�� close the windowclose the window
�� retransmit the packetretransmit the packet



Layering, the lessons

�� Asynchronous interfaces result in reduced efficiencyAsynchronous interfaces result in reduced efficiency

�� reduce asynchronyreduce asynchrony

�� Avoid «Avoid « artificial separationartificial separation » in layers» in layers

�� Have such interfaces only when necessary i.e. betweenHave such interfaces only when necessary i.e. between

�� transmission networkstransmission networks
�� end system hardware and operating systemend system hardware and operating system
�� end system communications stackend system communications stack

�� Specific case for OSI failure: Specific case for OSI failure: 

�� slow standardization process (political done by the “goers”)slow standardization process (political done by the “goers”)
�� done before technology was maturedone before technology was mature



Enhancing protocol performance



“Enhancing Protocol Performance”

�� Impact of the environmentImpact of the environment

�� Parameter tuning & adaptive algorithmsParameter tuning & adaptive algorithms

�� Special purpose protocolsSpecial purpose protocols

�� Can applications “share” performance?Can applications “share” performance?



Impact of the environment

�� Implementing protocols in software inside the OS.Implementing protocols in software inside the OS.

�� The OS executes the protocol codeThe OS executes the protocol code

�� For each packetFor each packet

�� take an interrupt or two,take an interrupt or two,
�� reset a timer or tworeset a timer or two
�� allocate a bufferallocate a buffer
�� schedule a processschedule a process



Operating system support

�� An O.S. Wish List:An O.S. Wish List:

�� Shared memory among processesShared memory among processes
�� Blocking on multiple eventsBlocking on multiple events
�� Good I/O buffer managementGood I/O buffer management
�� Good resource management schedulerGood resource management scheduler
�� Low overhead timersLow overhead timers
�� High resolution clocksHigh resolution clocks

�� Over the last years, it has gotten much better Over the last years, it has gotten much better 



Generic protocol enhancements

�� Protocol parameter tuningProtocol parameter tuning

�� AcknowledgmentsAcknowledgments
�� ACK groupingACK grouping
�� NacksNacks

�� Adaptive timer valuesAdaptive timer values

�� New adaptation algorithmsNew adaptation algorithms

�� TCP slowTCP slow--startstart



Special purpose protocols

�� Target a specific applicationTarget a specific application

�� File transfer (NETBLT)File transfer (NETBLT)
�� (distributed) Intra(distributed) Intra--system communication (VMTP)system communication (VMTP)

�� Multiple communication modules overhead Multiple communication modules overhead 

�� Provide a toolkitProvide a toolkit

�� XTPXTP
�� merges layers 3 and 4merges layers 3 and 4
�� not a good choicenot a good choice



Can we share performance?

�� Two views of performance :Two views of performance :

�� The explicit approach The explicit approach ---- classical telecommunications design.classical telecommunications design.

�� Voice channels shall have a digital bandwidth of 64Kb/sVoice channels shall have a digital bandwidth of 64Kb/s
�� Direct match to applicationDirect match to application

�� The implicit approach The implicit approach ---- classical computer design.classical computer design.

�� Applications don’t seem to have real requirementsApplications don’t seem to have real requirements
�� Live in a «Live in a « virtualvirtual » world of performance.» world of performance.



The « virtual » world of computers

�� Most computer systems attempt to hide the real performance Most computer systems attempt to hide the real performance 
limits of the hardware.limits of the hardware.

�� Real memory limits Real memory limits --> virtual memory.> virtual memory.

�� The bigger the program, the slower it runs.The bigger the program, the slower it runs.

�� One CPU One CPU --> multiple processes.> multiple processes.

�� The more processes, the slower each runs.The more processes, the slower each runs.

�� One disk One disk --> multiple files.> multiple files.

�� Can run out of disk space, but not file spaceCan run out of disk space, but not file space

�� In the virtual world:In the virtual world:

�� Performance gets subdividedPerformance gets subdivided
�� Logical entities are not bounded a prioriLogical entities are not bounded a priori



Connectivity

�� In the network world, connectivity is the logical entityIn the network world, connectivity is the logical entity

�� Degree of connectivity is critical parameterDegree of connectivity is critical parameter

�� Not like telephone, but many conversations at onceNot like telephone, but many conversations at once
�� Even a small workstation (a client) may have many simultaneous Even a small workstation (a client) may have many simultaneous 

conversationsconversations
�� Patterns of connectivity are highly variablePatterns of connectivity are highly variable

�� The computer is a programmable deviceThe computer is a programmable device

�� Network designers should live with this!Network designers should live with this!

�� Connectivity has nothing to do with bandwidthConnectivity has nothing to do with bandwidth

�� many computer applications have very minimal demand for many computer applications have very minimal demand for 
bandwidth. Especially highbandwidth. Especially high--connectivity applicationsconnectivity applications



The « virtual » network

�� The most natural model of a network (to a computer The most natural model of a network (to a computer 
programmer)programmer)

�� Bandwidth is a performance parameter, and just gets Bandwidth is a performance parameter, and just gets 
subdivided.subdivided.

�� Connectivity is a a logical construct, and should be unboundedConnectivity is a a logical construct, and should be unbounded

�� A bit of a shock to the voice specialistsA bit of a shock to the voice specialists

�� Voice nets are exactly backwards from thisVoice nets are exactly backwards from this

�� Video nets as well.Video nets as well.



Two examples

�� Ethernet: a successEthernet: a success

�� Very high connectivity (no setVery high connectivity (no set--up)up)
�� Fixed total bandwidth, arbitrary allocation (No allocation).Fixed total bandwidth, arbitrary allocation (No allocation).

�� ISDN circuits: Not a successISDN circuits: Not a success

�� One logical connection per physicalOne logical connection per physical
�� Fixed bandwidth per connectionFixed bandwidth per connection

�� Ethernet, with very poor bandwidth allocations tools, has Ethernet, with very poor bandwidth allocations tools, has 
supported effectively a wide range of applicationssupported effectively a wide range of applications



Can networks be virtual?

�� In the world of virtual performance:In the world of virtual performance:

�� Add performance in needed quantity by system configurationAdd performance in needed quantity by system configuration

�� Do networks work this way?Do networks work this way?

�� In the past: we have not built network technology with In the past: we have not built network technology with 
«« scalablescalable » performance» performance

�� Initial solution: gross overInitial solution: gross over--designdesign
�� Problem: it does not last.Problem: it does not last.

�� Current products are addressing this needCurrent products are addressing this need

�� Switching hubsSwitching hubs



Can protocols be virtual?

�� Protocols like TCP are from the virtual school of performance. Protocols like TCP are from the virtual school of performance. 
They assume that performance will be added They assume that performance will be added laterlater, in the proper , in the proper 
quantitiesquantities

�� But when is «But when is « laterlater »?»?

�� Protocol implementation time may be «Protocol implementation time may be « too soontoo soon ». Performance ». Performance 
gets frozen before the application is definedgets frozen before the application is defined

�� the telephone system was designed for ONE application. Computer the telephone system was designed for ONE application. Computer 
systems are general; we don’t  know the applicationsystems are general; we don’t  know the application

�� Can we build software that scales?Can we build software that scales?



Adaptive applications



Adaptive applications

�� Can network applications Can network applications adapt?adapt?

�� Should network applications adapt?Should network applications adapt?



Video over the Internet

Video coder Network

Feedback

Raw video

Video coder Network

Feedback

Raw video



A/Video applications can adapt to bandwidth

�� Video codec is controllableVideo codec is controllable

�� Control the frame rateControl the frame rate
�� Or the frame qualityOr the frame quality

�� quantization granularityquantization granularity
�� movement detection thresholdmovement detection threshold

�� What about audio?What about audio?

�� Use of multiple codecUse of multiple codec
�� covers a «covers a « widewide » range of adaptability» range of adaptability



A/Video application can adapt to packet losses

�� Add redundant information in packetsAdd redundant information in packets

�� Each packet may contain a sample of the previous packetEach packet may contain a sample of the previous packet

�� on a combination of the on a combination of the kk previous packetsprevious packets

�� Increases bandwidth!Increases bandwidth!

�� Redundancy should be added within a total fixed budgetRedundancy should be added within a total fixed budget

�� how to best allocate the channel capacityhow to best allocate the channel capacity



Applications « should » adapt

�� Underlying networks are heterogeneousUnderlying networks are heterogeneous

�� Bandwidth is not freeBandwidth is not free

�� No resource reservation and QOS routing supported No resource reservation and QOS routing supported 

�� Graceful degradationGraceful degradation

�� High fidelityHigh fidelity

�� Efficiency (optimal use of the available resource)Efficiency (optimal use of the available resource)

�� LessonsLessons

�� share performanceshare performance
�� use a connection less packet switching network interfaceuse a connection less packet switching network interface
�� a communication subsystem integrated within the applicationa communication subsystem integrated within the application



Application Level Framing



A new communication architecture

�� We need to reduce asynchronyWe need to reduce asynchrony

�� more involve the application in transmissionmore involve the application in transmission

�� Analyze protocol functionsAnalyze protocol functions

�� data manipulation functions data manipulation functions 
�� (copy, checksum, buffer allocation, data alignment, marshalling,(copy, checksum, buffer allocation, data alignment, marshalling,

byte swap, compression, encryption)byte swap, compression, encryption)
�� control functions control functions 

�� (sequence numbers, (sequence numbers, ACKsACKs, window, etc…), window, etc…)

�� Example of the transport: Example of the transport: 

�� Control: Control: demultiplexdemultiplex, seq. numbers, update W, 10s of instructions, seq. numbers, update W, 10s of instructions
�� Data manipulation: copy and checksum Data manipulation: copy and checksum 

�� better performance if  these two operations were better performance if  these two operations were combinedcombined



What is the bottleneck

�� Heavy manipulation functions are the bottleneckHeavy manipulation functions are the bottleneck

�� Presentation encoding/decoding, encryptionPresentation encoding/decoding, encryption

�� How to best use the slowest part in the chainHow to best use the slowest part in the chain

�� remove transport level remove transport level resequencingresequencing
�� let the application decidelet the application decide
�� need for autonomous «need for autonomous « Application Data UnitsApplication Data Units »»



Application Level Framing

�� An ADU is :An ADU is :

�� Unit of error and flow control = Unit of transmissionUnit of error and flow control = Unit of transmission

�� avoid transmission inefficiencies in case of erroravoid transmission inefficiencies in case of error

�� Unit of processing = Unit of transmissionUnit of processing = Unit of transmission

�� avoid idle waitsavoid idle waits

�� Unit of processing = Unit of error and flow controlUnit of processing = Unit of error and flow control

�� simplify adaptive multimedia applications designsimplify adaptive multimedia applications design

�� Can be processed as soon as it is receivedCan be processed as soon as it is received

�� augment the «augment the « messagemessage » structure» structure
�� adequate size (ADU size discovery)adequate size (ADU size discovery)



Conclusion

�� ALF results in more complex application designALF results in more complex application design

�� No code reNo code re--useuse
�� specific protocol mechanisms integrated within the applicationspecific protocol mechanisms integrated within the application

�� But, hopefully scalableBut, hopefully scalable

�� if carefully designedif carefully designed

�� ResearchResearch oriented audio and video conference applications are oriented audio and video conference applications are 
based on this architecturebased on this architecture


